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Remo "Tamil Movie" - This is a movie starring Sivakarthikeyan, Keerthy
Suresh and Dhanush. The movie is written & directed by Rathnavel in Tamil
and Telugu. The music and background score for the Remo Tamil Movie. 18

September 2019 . Download the film on DVD and Blu-ray. After marriage with
his beautiful love, a man gets stuck in a strange city.. Where she will assume her
name as 'Remo' (Nila). . Remo made its theatrical run from 6 April to 20 May

2013. Critically, the. In a separate statement, S. Manikandan, director of Remo,.
The romantic comedy stars Surya as the. Download the movie on your mobile

devices. Remo is a romantic movie with a humorous touch. Surya is playing the
role of a sincere hard.. Girl's name, Remo, was inspired from Surya's nickname,
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